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GAMMER, OHIO, MAY 6, 1914

ANNUAL ELECTION

Of

ASSEMBLY'S OFFICERS

SENIOR PLAY TO BE A
'SURE-THIN- G'

CAMPAIGN

SUCCESS

L. Gayer Class of 1914 Preparing to
at May Session-Ha- rry
Present
Made President on First Ballot
'The Knight of the Burning Pesaughey
--McC-

tle',

Presi-dent-Goo- de

Scribe

APRIL MEETING

RETAINS

THE

DORMITORY COMMITTEE

Stiff Dose of Reform Administered
by Addition

of a

Rigid

Pledge

Which Committeemen Are
Compelled to Ratify

With the annual election as a
headliner, the May session of the
Assembly
presented no other
weighty matters of pressing importance.
A competent set of officers was chosen, Mr. II. L. Gayer winning the presidency, Mr. P.
A.

McCaughey the second place
the secretarys-

and Mr. R. C. Goode

hip.
The meeting opened with a discussion of an alleged "joker" in
the first provision of the dormi
tory committee rules, but the chair
ruled that no ambiguous Infere-

nces were intended, and that in
the future no misinterpretations of
the clause would be binding on
the signers.
The committee on
revision presented a

constitutional
very able outl-

ine report of the code of amendments to be voted upon next
month, embodying the results of
careful research into the Assembly
records of the past six or eight
years. The report was accepted
and action deferred for one month,
and a subsequent motion provides

that the amendments be posted on
the bulletin board at least two
days before adoption.
As the election became the next
order of business, President Sant
in a few
n
remarks
voiced his regrets at leaving the
chair, and his gratification over
the loyal support which had enwell-chose-

joyed.

presented
presidential candidates Messrs.
H. L. Gayer, J. D.
Snook and F. B.
Thompson. Mr. Gayer received on
the first ballot more than a majority, p. A. McCaughey won the
second place over II. S. Ablewhite
in a close
contest, and R. C. Goode
walked away from B. II. Steinfeld
The Assembly Council

as

(Continued on Page 8)

by

Names of Over Three Hundred Pro
spective Students Reported as
Result of Vacation-Week- 's

francis Beaumont

and John

FOR CLASS

OF 1918 STARTS WELL

Held

Vice

NO. 11

Fletcher

High School Efforts

As previously announced, "The
Knight of the Burning Pestle"
has been chosen for the Senior
play. This is the same that was
given by the class of '03, the first
to establish the custom of presenting a drama at commencement.
It is a cheerful comedy, full of.
catches and merry songs, and just
what is needed to be in harmony
with the general atmosphere of
the Hill during the closing week.
The play promises to be exceptionally good but requires much
labor and time. Dr. Reeves is
drilling the players three times a
week. These rehearsals display
some true talent; even "Captain"
Tasman has found another Outlet
for his versatile genius in the part
of Ralph. The two tender passion
roles, male and female, with some

inaugurated last year and repeated this year, has proved fairly
successful, so far as preliminary
results are concerned. During vacation week forty students visited
schools in various parts of the
state and turned in a list of over
three hundred men who will be
ready to enter college next fall.
All of these men will be supplied
with information by the college
authorities, with a view to interesting them in Kenyon. It is hoped
that from this list a large entering
class may be drawn, in order that
the present enrollment may gradually be increased.
The campaign for new men
should not cease here. Everyone
should endeavor to do some work
during the early part of the sum- -

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

A LETTER

The system of Easter

TO THE ALUMNI

Do you remember your freshman banquet how you swore
then that Kenyon was the greatest little college in the country,
and your class the greatest that ever entered it? Have you
changed your mind since?
Not on the Bishop's Backbone you haven't! Neither have
we. That is why we're writing to tell you about the great celebration Kenyon is going to have in New York next winter, which
you, as a Kenyon man, will share in.
"Next winter" sounds as far off as the chapel bell in a
dream, but you could cut chapel and you can't cut. this banquet
without regrets. Do you recognize the photograph at the top of
the page? This man was a freshman at Kenyon in 1830 and he
made a big noise in the world before he died. But he never forgot
the college whose son he was at the height of his career he said
his success was due to Kenyon.
Anniversary of his birth is Saturday,
The
's alumni are going to celebrate it
Kenyon
1914.
19,
December
with a college banquet which has never before been equalled in
this country. This is not exaggeration. It is a fact
One-Hundred-

th

!

to be the
The President of the United States has be;n invited in person
Taft is going to come if Yale will let him off
guest of honor.
seatof the Waldorf-Astori- a,
for a Saturday evening. The grand
Undergraduate
The
engaged.
been
has
persons,
ing nearly one thousand
special songs.
Glee Club will be brought out from Gambler to sing
come at
So you see, this is to be no ordinary dinner. It will
being
will
one,
enjoy
have
you
if
wife,
'when
your
you and
a time
so you may make your
in New York, and we are writing you now members
of your class
plans far ahead. There are half a dozen
them.
with
table
a
who will want you to sit at
is your ComThe Committee which is arranging this dinner
hotel armake
questions,
your
mittee Its members will answer
here.
you
get
to
power
their
in
everything
do
rangements and
your
want
also
We
reservations.
and make your
Ex-Presid-

ent

ball-roo- m

S

now
suggestions.

J TOWNSEND RUSSELL,
SILAS B. AXTELL,
MARK WISEMAN,
The Committee.

FINAL ARRANGEMENTS

FOR SOPHOMORE HOP
Guarantee Successful EventFriday,
May 8, Date of 1916's Debut
as Host -J- ohnston's Orchestra to Perform

PUFF AND POWDER

CLUB

TO

APPEAR SATURDAY NIGHT

Local Thespians Promise Exceptional

Production of 'The Private

Secr-

Lively Comedy

etary'--A

of Mistaken Identity

As the date for Sophomore Hop
draws near the plans of the committee under Chairman Davey are
rapidly taking definite form. The
in charge of the
decorations has secured twenty
thousand linear feet of crepe paper, and while the general system
of the decoration may be expected to follow those of past dances
there will be enough departures
from precedent to show a proper
degree of originality.
When it became known that one
of Johnston's
orchestras would
furnish the music there was a general murmur of approval, which
was intensified by the news that
Julius Fischer is to be leader.
The programs are of the memorystyle and in the class
-book
colors, purple and gold. Except
for this they are a profound secret and will be revealed only on
the night of the dance.
The other events of Hop week
have been definitely settled. A
tennis tournament with Ohio
State will occupy Friday aftersub-committ-

ee

noon, May

L'..

Puff and Powder Club
After three years of hibernation,
the Puff and Powder Club has reorvived. This
ganization will formally emerge
from hiding on the evening of
Saturday, May 9, presenting
Charles Hawtrey's "The Private
Secretary." Under the direction
of W. F. Tunks, Bexley '15, the
most gratifying progress has been
made, and the daily rehearsals indicate the amount of time which is
being spent on the production.
The play in question was presented by the class of 1910 at
May 30,
hop,
the sophomore
1908.
Kenneth F. Luthy, '08, supervised the production and Mr.
almost-forgotte- n
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LUNCH
at the

Log Cabin Cafe

Tnnks played the title role. The
story is unusually clever and
amusing, and is particularly well
adapted for presentation by amateur talent.
"The Private Secretary" is a
translation from a German farce
bearing a similar name and contains a laugh in every line, despite the fact that it s woven
theme,
about that old
mistaken identity. The plot is
simple, clear and easily followed,
and a number of surprising and
amusing situations follow one anThe
other in rapid succession.
fun begins when the gruff,
apoplectic old Mr.
mistakes for his nephew
the meek and effeminate Spaldpaing, a curate of
complications inThe
tience.
crease when the real nephew.
Douglas Cattermole, attempts to
pripose as the
vate secretary to the rich Mr.
Marsland, uncle of Douglas'
chum. When the real and pseudo
secretaries appear simultaneously
at Marsland 's home embarassing
situations develop ; the plot is
complete and the farce runs riot.
The finale of the play is a scene
and reconciliaof explanation
tion.
As the Puff and Powder Club
has recruited
its membership
largely from among the underan infusion of new
classmen,
blood has been effected, and much
latent talent has been uncovered
Hence
in unexpected quarters.
the play may be expected to reveal some accomplished actors.
The spirit with which the candidates for places in the cast have
attacked the manuscript insures
a successful presentation.
Paul 0. Keicher, Bexley, '16,
will play the title role, appearing
as "the Rev. Robert Spalding,"
Donald II. Wattley, '17, will undoubtedly star as "Uncle Cattermole," while James De "Wolf,
'17, portrays, "Miss Ashford," a
spinster interested in spiritualism.
In all of these parts great latitude is allowed for interpretation
and character work. Franklin E.
Hauck, Bexley '16, appears as
"
"Gibson," a
tailor
who yearns to soar in higher circles and strives to get into the
four hundred. Joseph S. Trott-ma'17, as "Mr. Marsland,"
Fred R. Cross, '17, as his nephew
"Harry," and Alex R. McKechnie,
'17, as "Douglas Cattermole," are
all at home in their roles.
P.
C. Bailey, '15, and Herbert S.
Hamilton, '17. represent "Edith
Marsland" and her friend "Eva
Webster."
Francis B. Shaner,
'17, appears as "Mrs. Stead,"
"Douglas' " landlady. The entire
east follows :
Mr. Marsland
J. S. Trottman
Harry Marsland, his nephew
Fred R. Cross
time-wor- n

Choice of Meats

at Regular

Lunch 25c
Anything to Order
W. T. NEWSOM,

Proprietor

Chas. G. Singer

TAILOR
Dry Cleaning
All the Latest Styles and Cloths.

Suits Made With a Guarantee
Repairing

and Pressing Neatly
Done

Citizens Phone No. 59
Residence Phone No. 165

Gambler, Ohio

"Bob" Casteel
Has the

Barber Shop
for
Kenyon Men
A

Neat

Hair

Cut

A Clean Shave
A Delightful Massage

Let "Bob" Do It.

Gambier A septic
Barber Shop
TIMOTHY

hot-tempere-

Cat-termo-

HUNTER, Propr.

Hair Cutting and Beard Trimming
a Specialty
beauty is a joy forever.
Try our famous Antiseptic
Massage. It preserves and beautifies the complexion and brings a
healthy bloom to your cheeks.
A face of

Tools and Towels Sterilized.

d,

le

long-endurin- g

D. II. Wattley
his nephew
Cattermole,
Douglas

Mr. Cattermole

A. R. McKechnio
The Rev. Robert Spalding
P. O. Keicher
Sidney Gibson, Bond Street
F. E. Hauck
Tailor
G. W. Baker
John, a servant
Knox, a constable . .E. G. Brunner
-

Wafers,
Opera
Sticks,
Nut
Candies, Marshmallows, Chocolate
Covered Cherries, Almonds and all
the good kinds of confectionery,
when furnished by "Candyland"'
are always sure to be fresh, tempting and delicious.
Edith Marsland, Harry's sister
At Popular Prices
P. C. Bailey
Eva Webster, her companion . .
HOT AND COLD DRINKS
II. S. Hamilton
Delicious Ice Cream and
Mrs. Stead, Douglas' landlady
Fruit Ices
F. B. Shaner
Miss Ashford, a spiritualistic
spinster
J. P. De Wolfe
Property Manager . . Mr. Brunner
MT. VERNON, OHIO
Stage Manager
Mr. Tunks
An informal dance will be given
after the performance. Music by
Miss Young of Gambier and Mr.
Bradstreet of Bexley.
Hop Program

....

CANDYLAND

C. A. Kilkenny

newly-engage- d

"low-brow-

n,

Delicious Chocolates
and Bon Bons. Caramels. r,m

.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cigar Store

Some Smoke.

In the Night.
Night Owls.
Mammy Jiuuy's Jubilee.
Sari.
Whistling Jim.
South Main St.
MT. VERNON.
Sunshine Girl.
Un Peu D 'Amour.
You've Got Your Mother's
Big Blue Eyes.
Nights of Gladness.
The Irresistible Tango.
Kenyon Men Welcomed
Puppchen.
I Know That You Are

Pretty.
14.

Extra

1914

Dream

of

Heaven.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

The Maid of Athens.
1915 Extra. O Cecilia.

Dreaming.
Follow the Crowd.
CURTIS HOUSE BARBER SHOP
Brazilian Tango.
All for the Girls.
A. WINELAND, Propr.
1916 Extra. Courthouse in
the Sky.
Public Square MT. VERNON, 0.
Summertime Moon.
Kenyon trade solicited.
Just Because It's You.
Good-byMy Tango.
I'm Crying Just for You.
The Girl on the Film.
Kissame.
Argentine Tango.
Sweethearts.
A Perfect Day.
e

Statement of ownership, manImported and Domestic
agement, circulation, etc., of tha
Kenyon Collegian, published twice
a month at Gambier, Ohio, required by the act of Congress of
August 24, 1912:
and Perfumes
Editor David W. Bowman, Jr.,
post office address, Gambier, Ohio.
Business manager William R.
Kinder, post office address, Gambier, Ohio.
Publishers The
Students of We are glad to have you call
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio.
for demonstration
No owners, stockholders
or
bondholders.
DAVID W. BOWMAN, Jr.
Sworn to and subscribed before
Pharmacy
me this 28th day of April, 1914.

Toilet Waters

Lawless

CIIAS. C. IAMS,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Notary Public. Pub. Sq.

0.

MT. VERNON,

i
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ICE CREAM
Home Made Candies
serve all Hot Drinks

We

with

DENISON DEFEATED

UNUSUALLY

In Exciting Eighth Inning Rally, Score Is Program
Arranged
2--

-- Brilliant Pitchers' Battle

1

Whipped Cream

--Wo-

g

Vernon

s,

Works

n

Time Flies

Zint,

Don't Wait,
Get a

.

Nicholson, If

Pair of

rf

Monroe, 2b.
Carr, cf
Holt, ss

.

Prosser, lb.

Walk Over Shoes
TODAY

L,

H.

JACOBS

GAMBLER,

0.

. .

Clements, p

Smith, cf
Wonders

.

3
4
3
3
4
3
2
0

....1

1

0

1

0
2

6

0

1

1

6

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0
0

1

6

0
0
0
0
0
0

Eifth

An-

1

17-1-

high Grade Qualities
Our Only Standard
The Goods With the "Pep"

9

See the new things we have for
you.
An unusually strong program
Do you belong to the New Thing
has been prepared for the fourth
annual session of the Bexley Club?
Our store is the Home Office
summer school, which will be held
June
The arrangements are
expected to appeal especially to
Kenyon-Bexle- y
alumni, who will
Good Clothes Shop
be enabled to attend both the
eighty-sixt- h
commencement
and 104 S. Main St. MT. VERNON, O.
the Bexley lectures in one visit.
The committee in charge is composed of President Peirce, chair- "The Place that Brings You Back"
man, Dr. Streibert, the Rev. Wm.
M. Washington of Cuyahoga Falls,
the Rev. Lewis P. Franklin of
Newark and the Rev. Arthur Dumper, '95, of Dayton. The program
Main and Front St.
follows:
17-1-

STAMM'S

9.

Ewing's Restaurant and
Lunch Room

Wednesday, June

17

3:30 p. m. "The Trend
New Testament Criticism in

MT. VERNON

of
Re-

Open All Night
cent Years," first lecture Prof.
Chas. Carroll Edmunds, D. D., ProRegular Meals 25c
fessor of New Testament Instruction, General Theological Seminary, New York.
7:30 p. m. "The Supreme In- SHORT ORDERS A SPECIALTY
terest of Missions for the Clergy"
Phone
The Rt. Rev. Arthur S. Lloyd,
General Secretary of the Board of
663-Gree-

n

Missions.

Thursday, June
7 :30 a. m.
9 :00 a. m.

0
0 ond

0
0
2
1

1

for

mer School' June

In an exciting
rally, Kenyon defeated the fast
Denison nine on Benson Field,,
Mount
Saturday, May 2, by a score of 2
to 1. The game was a remarkable
Candy Kitchen
pitchers' battle between Schweg-man- ,
the Denison southpaw, and
Corner Gambier and Main
Clements, with honors about even.
Schwegman allowed only two hits
Where Sweetness. Reigns
while Clements let the Denison
boys down with three; each gave
four bases on balls, but "Clem"
Steam
Champion
The
led in strike-outfanning eight
Dye
while Schwegman caused six of
our boys to whiff.
Denison got one run in the sixth
Expert Cleaners and Dyers
when Morrow was safe on Holt's
Dry Cleaning, Steam Cleaning low throw. lie stole second, went
to third on an out and scored
and Dyeing
when Monroe threw low to first.
With one down in the eighth
Schafer reached first on an error
Nicholson
and stole second.
13 E. Gambier St.
reached second on an error, Schafer going to third. With Zint at
Citizens' Phone
bat the "squeeze" was tried and
on a beautiful bunt Schafer scored.
scored when
Nicholson also
MT. VERNON
Schwegman threw the ball into
left field.
KENYON AB R II PO A E
3 0 0 9 4 0
Eckerle, c
1 0
1 0 4
3
.
3b.
Schafer,
eighth-innin-

New Knit Vests, Mackinaw Coats,
Jerseys, Sweaters, Caps

STRONG

nual Session of Bexley 'Sum-

Trims Kenyon

oster

Give Us a Trial

744-Gree-

Page Three

18

Holy Communion.

Prof. Edmunds,

Eastman Kodaks

sec-

and

lecture.

10:30 a. m. "System in ParoSUPPLIES
chial Work." The Rev. Geo.
Craig Stewart, Evanston, 111.
7 :30 p. m. ' ' Systematizing the
Rector's Study." The Rev. Mr. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Stewart.
Prices Reasonable
Friday, June 19
7 :30 a. m. Holy Communion.
9:00 a. m. "The Trend of

29 2 2 27 16 4
Totals
Modern Philosophical Thought"
DENISON AB R II PO A E The Rev. Jos. A. Leightoa, LL. D.,
Rodebush, ss. . . 4 0 0 1 3 1 Professor of Philosophy at Ohio
Morrow, 2b. . . 3 1 0 2 4 1 State University.
Black, lb. ... 3 0 1 14 0 0
10:30 a. m. "Devotional Life
Mathews, cf . . 2 0 0 0 0 0 of the Sunday-schoo- l
Pupil" The
Reese, 3b .... 2 0 0 0 1 1 Rev. Chas. H. Young, Woodlawn,
4 0 0 1 0 0
Marsh, rf
Chicago.
4 0 0 0 0 0
.
Pfeiffer, If
3:00 p. m. "Organization and
3 0 2 6 0 0
Theile, c
Rev. Mr.
The
Curriculum."
Schwegman, p. 3 0 0 0 1 1 Young.

Allen's Drug Store
No. 8 S. Main St.
MT. VERNON, O.

.

Martin's Store
Men's Furnishings
Wall Paper and Post Cards
Picture Framing a Specialty
Leave your Pictures

S. R. MARTIN,
Phone 10

Prop'r.

.

.

28 1 3 24 9 4
Totals
Sacrifice hits, Eckerle, Nicholson. Stolen bases, Carr, Prosser,
Morrow. Bases on balls, off Clements 4, off Schwegman 4. Hit batsman, by Clements 1, by Schwegman 1. Struck out, by Clements
Kin8, by Schwegman 6. Umpire,
ney of Oberlin.
Wooster 7, Kenyon 1
opening baseball game
the
In
of the season Kenyon lost to Wooster on Friday, April 24, by a score

(Continued on Page 6)

Commencement Orator
The committee in charge of the
Larwill lectureship is very fortu-

The Bakery
Noted for Its Eggs on Toast

Hot

and Cold Lunch
nate in securing for the annual
commencement address Mr. Sydney George Fisher of Philadelphia,
''
well known as the author of The
Fancy Groceries
Struggle for Independence, " " The
True Benjamin Franklin" and Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco
Student Supplies
other historical works. The address will occur at the Library at
three o'clock, Saturday afternoon, JACOBS & SNOW, Proprietors
June 13. Mr. Fisher has not yet
GAMBLER
announced his subject.
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handful of fluent, reliable, painCollegian
staking men to whom college spirThe Kenyon
it acted as an incentive, none of
Founded in 1865
large corps of assistants have
the
during
Published every two weeks
Bethe collegiate year by the students of been of noticeable value.
percent
Kenyon College.
tween seventy and eighty
for
of
the copy has been
(Member of the Ohio College Press
the
do
to
policy
it has been our
work of the delinquents rather than
permit the publication of crude
to
DAVID W. BOWMAN, '14
written material.
ly
Junior Editors
As for the style and standard of
P. C. BAILEY, '15
K. W. CUSHING, 15
Volume XL, flattering assurances
Associate Editors
from numerous sources have justiL. B. DOBIE, '14
fied the minute attention to the
D. H. HARPER, '14
typographical phase of the work.
R. A. HOUSTON, '14
have been reduced in numErrors
W. W. SANT, '14
ber, the neatness increased and the
N. R. H. MOOR, '15
F. E. THOMPSON, '15
entire appearance made more atR. A. BOWMAN, '16
tractive. Literary excellence has
T. E. DAVEY, '16
been another goal, and dignified
J. W. LARCOMB, '16
English the favorite
newspaper
R. F. McDOWELL, '16
vehicle of expression. A stronger
W. W. ROACH, '16
W. C. SEITZ, '16
editorial page, representing KenManager
yon 's best interests as well as stu
H. L. GAYER, '15
dent opinion, has also added force
Reporters
to the Collegian.
S. J. DA VIES, H. M.
Acknowledgement must be made
W. KERBER, R. E.
MORTON, P. W. TIMBER-LAK- of the thanks due Mr. Kinder for
J. S. TROTTMAN.
his careful and efficient work as
Alumni Editor
manager. Strict economy, mod
A. L. BROWN, '06
ern methods, and conscientious de
For Subscriptions and Advertising votion to his ledger combined to
Space address the Business Manager, make him an ideal head for the
Gambler, Ohio.
financial end of the paper.
And now, as we take "thirty,"
Subscription, One Dollar and a
Half per Year, in advance. Single leaving the assignment hook for
Copies, Fifteen Cents.
the next editor to fill, the only reEntered in the Postoffice at Gambler, gret is in parting. The work has
Ohio, as Second Class Matter.
been tedious, but none the less fascinating, and while we have made
From the Press of
many
mistakes they were of judg
The Republican Publishing Co.,
ment rather than of motive. "When
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
the next number appears a new
May 6, 1914
hand will hold the helm and a new
name will float at the masthead.
The incoming editor will find lit
"THIRTY"
encouragement and less reward,
tle
After a year of trials and tribut
let us hope he will meet with
umphs, of victories and vicissisuccess. "We leave it with the sattudes, the retiring administration
isfaction of having made a faithful
steps down to vacate the throne to effort in a labor of love for
a new editor.
Rest and repose
await those who have worked during the past winter to give Kenyon
a publication worthy of her sta- NEXT YEAR'S GLEE CLUB
tion and with this, our final num"We are promised a most gorber, we tender the blue pencil to geous celebration at New York
another hand.
next year. We are to be transAs to the year's results, the man- ported thither by the alumni of
ager is the most competent judge. the college.
The celebration
"When
we
charge should give notoriety to Kenyon
assumed
twelve months ago we acknowl- College throughout the East, and
edged three obstacles which loom- should bring us a few students
ed large in our path an ancient from that region. "We have been
inherited debt, a scarcity of news asked that the glee club give a
and a lack of fluent writers. De- performance, that being almost
spite apparent financial shackles, the only thing we have been asked
the Collegian has paid $250 to the to do.
creditors, leaving but a small fracIt sounds easy enough to have
tion of the original liability. The the glee club give a concert, but
subscription list has grown to an it is not so easy as it sounds. The
unprecedented length and the re- members this year worked for two
sponse to the manager's annual months before they were ready
statement brought in twice as to appear, and even then the con.
many cheques as ever before.
cert was not so good as it should
As for the attitude of the staff. have been. The men do not work
few of the men have done good when they think there will be no
work. "With the exception of a trip out of it, and the manager
re-writte- n,

Editor-in-chi-

ef

FRA-SE-

R,

E,

BasebaJl Committee Reports
does not want to schedule a trip
will
there
whether
until he knows
The National Collegiate Athletic
be a good club or not. So it goes, Association has requested
that
here. No one cares to take upon space be given for the
report of
unhimself any work whatever
the committee on college baseball
less he is assured that he will be The recommendation follows:
repaid fourfold for what he does.
First. The strict enforcement of
Now the alumni have emphatic- rule 58 of the official Rule
Book
ally told us that we are to have a which defines the coaching
rules
trip to New York next year at at first and third bases,
explicitly
Christmas time, and part of the providing that "the coacher
shall
program will be a glee club con- be restricted to coaching
the base
concert. Taking past years into
runner only, and shall not address
sideration, the club ought to start remarks except to the base
runner
to practice in the middle of Au- and then only in
words of assisgust. If the men on it so desire, tance and direction in
running
they can get up a concert in two bases. He shall not by
words
or
weeks, but when the two weeks signs incite or
to incite the
try
come, they will doubtless be too
lazy to spend the necessary
amount of time. The club should
begin to practice as soon as college opens. Every man who has a
voice should be made to "go out"
for it, and work after he gets out.
In this way, the necessary compe
tition can be instituted.
This may seem like the useless
sermonizing of an outsider who
takes it upon himself to find fault
with everything. It is not. It is
based on the work of the glee club
during the past two years, and
filled out by droppings from the
lips of the musical critics of the
college.
It is essential that the
work of the glee club in New
York be of the finest possible
quality in order to make the de
sired impression, and to start mak
ing a reputation for Kenyon.
THE ROUGH STUFF"
"When I became a man, I put
away childish things," said the
great apostle of antiquity; and no
CUT

precept is so generally held up to
freshmen as this same. And yet
those who
most frequently
preach it are in some respects the
most consistently infantile of the
men here enrolled. Certain dignified and lordly gentry have de
veloped an amazingly cultivated
habit of heaving crackers and
other edibles across the Commons,
thereby disturbing the peace of
mind of the person at whom they
were aimed, as well as those in
his immediate vicinity. This shows
that the offenders were either
raised in garages or else have at
tained their forty-firs- t
childhood,
probably the latter. This discouraging state of things occurs regularly when the necessary implements are at hand, it is never giv
en a rest, and we wish the Com
mons would discontinue serving
soup. Perhaps the offenders have
a chance of attaining a forty-seond childhood, perhaps thev
may be persuaded to move away
trom the garage, perhaps some
man will teach
them some new trick ; but let this
antiquated form of amusement
die its deserved death.
c

public-spirite- d

spectators to demonstrations, and
shall not use language which in
any manner refers to or reflects
on a player of the opposite club,
the umpire, or the spectator."
Second. The strict enforcement
of rule 21, part 1, which explicitly
provides that "under no circumstance shall the umpire permit any
person except the players and substitutes in uniform and the manager
of the team entitled to its use to
be seated on a bench." This ruie
places the professional coach or
trainer among the spectators,
where he should be during the actual progress of the game, and
places the responsibility for the
conduct of the play in the hands of
the amateur players themselves.
Third. The strict enforcement
by the umpire of the rules forbidding "blocking a runner," "prying a runner off the base," and the
like, as unfair practice, and we appeal to student public opinion to
condemn such trickery, making it
impossible even should it elude the
Such
vigilance of the umpire.
sharp practice is explicitly prohibited by the rules, and an attempt
surreptitiously to transgress them
is as unsportsmanlike as it would
be for a tennis player, hoping to escape detection, to deliver his service from an unlawful position.
We recommend further that, in
pursuant of the spirit of the rules,
boards of athletic control and faculties of college and universities,
banded together to promote a healthy growth and a wise control of
student athletics, adopt and enforce the following specific regulations :
First. The catcher shall not,
during actual play, speak at all to
the batsman, except where occasion requires a bona fide word of
caution, and in speaking to the
pitcher he shall not use words reflecting, or calculated to reflect,
upon the batsman or any member
of the opposing team.
Second. No member of either
team shall call or shout during
the game to any member of the opposing team, except to caution him
(Continued on Page

6)
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Cincinnati Alumni Banquet
AVith an eye to the class of 1918,
(he Kenyon Alumni Association of
Cincinnati entertained a number
anof prospective students at the
Universiat
the
held
banquet,
nual
ty Club, Saturday evening, May
Despite the unavoidable ab2
sence of many of the veteran memwere presebers, about twenty-fivV.
Clay
nt. As President
to his
confined
was
'94,
G.
Jas.
Stewart,
sickness,
by
home
'02, presided over the meeting as
toastmaster, in which capacity he
outdid even his former efforts.
President Peirce, Phil B. Stanbery,
'98, Dr. Chas. Kearns, Jr.,
and
Dr. Henry Stanbery,
Arthur L. Brown, '06, responded
to toasts. The election of officers
for next year resulted as follows :
'02;
President, Jas. G. Stewart,
Vice President, Dr. Albert J. Bell,
e

San-for-

d,

ex-'9- 0,

ex-'9- 6,

'95;

Secretary-Treasure-

Walter

r,

H.Brown, '06.
After the banquet

the college
were sung and the session
adjourned at a late hour.
The
meeting was both enjoyable and
profitable,
as the prospective
freshmen received a very favorable
idea of Kenyon.
songs

Philo Elects
After an active and interesting
year Philomathesian held the last
literary session "Wednesday, April
22, and elected officers for 1914-191-

5.

After the regular program
President Bowman reviewed the
past year and expressed the regret

felt in turning over the
following officers were
elected for next year:
President P. C. Bailey, '15.
Vice President
C. A. Carr, '15.

which he
gavel.

The

Secretary-Treasure-

W.

r

C.

Seitz, '16.

Curator
C. E. Kinder, '16.
President Bailey has appointed
as a committee to supervise arrangements for the annual alumni
hanquet, June 16, Messrs Ralph C.
Goode,
'16,

Robert F. McDowell.
Harold B. Smith, '17.

'15,

and

"Pop Concert"
Diversified as to program but
pleasing in every particular, Dr.
Barrett's "Pop Concert" afforded
a delightful evening's entertainment to over two hundred people
on the evening of Friday, May 1.
The object of the concert was to
raise money to assist in the furnishing of Bexley Hall.
A number of the well known artists of the college, Ilarcourt and
Gambier took part on the program. Miss Baldwin, Miss Hayes,
Messrs. Wonders, DeWolf, Frye,
Barrett, Thompson and S. F. Hall,
and the string quartette contributed their share of musical numbers and readings. The features
of the evening were easily the singing of Miss Baldwin and the piano
solo by Mr. Paul Frye.
Miss
Baldwin is an accomplished singer
and always scores a success. Mr.
Frye was heard very likely for the
first time by a great part of the audience. His ability as a pianist is
quite remarkable; his singing tone
and refined touch might well be
envied by better known artists.
A very gratifying feature of the
occasion was the fact that over
thirty dollars was realized.

Page Five

The Rev. J. H. Fortesque-Col- e
Forest Improvements
The Rev. John Henry ,W. FortesUnder direction of officials
que-Cole,
Bexley '98, died at from the Ohio Experiment Stahis home in Seaford, Long Island, tion at Wooster the forest imTuesday, April 14. lie was by provements which have been in
birth an Englishman, and before progress on the lands of the Colcoming to America had served as lege for several years are being
an officer in the British army. greatly expanded this spring. A
Ill health led him to forsake mil- number of extensive tree plots
itary life and about 1884 he have been established on areas of
came to this country. He entered the woodland which have been cut
Bexley Hall in 1894, and in 1898 over and cleared off for the purwas made a deacon by Bishop pose. In the park have been loLeonard. A year later he was cated additional groups of oak,
given the degree of B. D., and or- birch, flowering dogwood
and
dained priest.
other choice ornamental species.
The deceased founded St. Paul's, A place has also been found for
Kenton, Ohio, where he served as some of the finer evergreens. The
rector for seven years. After a growth secured for the past three
few months at Cleveland he re- seasons indicates that this locality
moved to St. John's,
Mauston, is a particularly favorable one for
Wisconsin, but the climate proved tree culture and it is therefore
too severe. In 1906 he took charge the intention to develop here forof St. Michael's, Seaford, Long Is- estry experiments of such magniland, where he met remarkable tude that they will not only serve
as a valuable local demonstration
success.
He was a man of unusually bril- but at the same time will yield
liant attainments in scholastic results worthy of wide disseminacircles. He leaves a wife and one tion. On a smaller scale work of
a somewhat similar character is aldaughter.
so being done for the State SanaDr. and Mrs. Newhall enter- torium at Mt. Vernon.
tained the class of 1914 and a numCoburn Players Coming
ber of Ilarcourt girls at euchre,
The Coburn Players will make
Saturday, May 2, from seven-thirttheir third appearance on the Hill
to
on Ascension Day, Thursday, May
21. In the past two years they
Report of Treasurer Kenyon College Assembly First Statement 1914
Expend. have not been able to appear at
Receipts.
3
Oct.
Balance on hand
$109.67
their best on account of bad
Oct. 15 Clan Crawford (Senior Recept.)
10.00
weather conditions, but have been
Oct 15 Don C. Wheaton (Senior Recept.)
10.00
Oct 15 H. D. Bowlus (Senior Recept.)
4.40
forced to stage their productions
Oct. 15 L. B. Walton, purchase Foot Balls
$ 10.50
If J. Pluvius permits,'
Oct. 24 Statement for telegrams
1.50 indoors.
40.00 Shakespeare's "The Merchant of
Oct. 24 W. A. Hosack, bal. Scenery Armbruster
50.00
Oct. 24 Part payment on $300 note
Venice" will be given in the open,
163.60
Nov. 5 Proceeds Foot Ball to date
7.50
Nov. 5 John Dickinson, bal decorations
with the woods as a natural
75.00
Nov. 5 Budget Wooster Foot Ball game
82.80
Nov. 12 Mrs. Morse, Reserve Foot Ball game
78.53
Nov. 12 Bal. from Mgr. Sant Foot Ball
250.00
Nov. 13 Budget Cincinnati Foot Ball game
Bridge Finished
50.00
Nov. 13 Bal. Ath. Fees from College Treasurer
12.00
Nov. 14 E. M. Tasman, basket ball
The huge $150,000 double-spa- n
2.50
Nov. 25 M. B. Tayler, Mgr. Glee Club, stationery
10.26 railroad bridge at the foot of the
Nov. 25 C. R. Jackson, Miss, items
4.50 Hill has at last been completed.
Nov. 25 S R Dnolittle. Base Ball items
329.67
Dec. 10 Ral Foot Rail from W. W. Sant. Mgr
.30 "Work began September 1, 1913,
Dec. 10 Arnold's Carb. paper B B (Crawford)
140.13 and on the average twenty men
Dec. 17 W. W. Sant, Cash for F B bills
1.04
R T.pttftra
Dec. 22 UornlH Waltnn
have been employed for the past
y

ten-thirt-

y.

$846.17

Jan.

raoi

Jan. 1
Jan. 9
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
Jan. 19
Jan. 2 2
Jan. 30
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 13

Dnlorw.a

to

r,rt hnnH

hnlaTIPP

$597.73
248.44

eight months. Each span measures one hundred and sixty-fivfeet. The bridge is a through-rivetetruss, and rests on three
concrete piers; the central pier
points,' not against the current,
but at such an angle as to be
against it when heavy floods
change the direction from which
the water strikes the track.
The old bridge was washed out
at ten o'clock, Tuesday morning,
March 25, 1913, and since that
time a temporary trestle has necessitated low speed. The progress
of the work has been watched
with interest and given the college men something beyond Bexley to supervise.
e

d

Freshman Numerals
Not content with a fall

out-hur- st

.

of
again

paint,

the

freshmen

draped '17 's over the
Saturday night, April

vil-ag- e,

18.

Not only buildings
but sidewalks,

were defaced,
rocks and even
trees
were given a coat of
azure.
"While some of the workFeb.
manship displays artistic talent, Mar.
the "ensemble
Mar.
effect" is hardly Mar.
commendable.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
The engagement
of Victor A. Mar.
Smith, Bexley
'14, and Miss Flore- Mar.
nce "Watson, of East Liverpool, Mar.
Mar.
0nio, has been
Mar.
announced.
Mar.
Mar.
AB. ("Blake") White,
'10, Mar.
-

as

married to Miss Judith
Harvey at Parkersburg,
"a., "Wednesday,
April 22.

19
2
3
3
4

10

16
19

21
21

24
24
30
30
30

r,

n
Bask. B. trip
note
Balance paid on
TVflfri.
Buchtel-Oberli-

m. tD.

rnl,.
lajira,frnm
'6.

flloo Pliih rAnt
Fimd
Bemis Pierce, payment on debt
PvnonHihirps
flTic
nft. tU. if..v,nn.r
Biiuoia, ivxio.
rr

cfm-ra- A

HdUDlCllCU

IUO. UU

10. UU

.

1912-1Donald Harper (season ticket 1912-1)
3
(Beason ticket,
,
Phil, rorier (.season
L. Vernon, uivvry uico
W R. Kinder, Chm. BB Seas. T. Com
W. R. Kinder, Chm. BB. Seas T Com
W R. Kinder, uum. dd.
.
M. Witmark & Sons P. & P. Club
Bemis Pierce, Daiance uu Bask. B
E M. Tasman, Proceeds
Com
W. R. Kinder, Chm. BB Seas. T.
Bal. Ath. Fees College Treas
.
R. B. Allen acct. Ath. debt . .
Delta Tau Delta, acct. Ath. Debt
3)

W. S. Jenkins

Ynnn

.......

--

&u

00

lii--.-

,r

1

19Hn

55.25
16.00

,

3 80
200.00

11.00
140.00
10

0U

$842.72
Cash to balance

' " 0.00

O.UU

nlftTlO
-

AlllTTlTli

Transferred from Alumni Fund
Sherman Clark Mgr. bal. due
Glee Club
Proceeds
V '
tt, rrM.mn
w w Sant. delegates
Student Gov. Conv., Delaware

Ar-mm- ta

W. Apl.

$248.44

ianri

$650.68
$192.04
$842.72

Harold A. ("Happy") Sparks,
and Miss Caroline Lucina
Horton, of Toledo, were married
in that city, Wednesday, April 15.
ex-'1- 3,
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Page Six
Dennison Defeated
(Continued from Page 3)
the game being played at
of
Wooster.
Although they outhit their opponents two to one, Kenyon 's players failed to bunch their hits. This,
coupled with erratic work in the
The
infield, caused the defeat.
pitching of Clements and the batting of Wonders featured the
7--

1,

UJ--

game.
R

KENYON
Eckerle, c
Schafer, 3b

0
0
0
0

2
0
2
0
0

3
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

2
0

1

6 24 11

6

If

1

Zint, rf
Wonders, lb
Carr, cf
Prosser, 2b

Nicholson,

Clements,
s
Moor,
Holt, ss

ss--

p.

p.-s-

WOOSTER

Cunningham, rf...
Troutman, ss. . . .
Finley, cf
Forrest, 3b

lb

Roderick, 2b
Kennedy, If
Metts, c
Richards, p
Totals

0
1

6
2
0
0
9

1
1

THREE

men on
bases and no

0
0
2
0

one out! That's the
thrill you get in
Velvet tobacco.

1

...01240

Totals

Maston,

TOBACCO

II PO A E
1
2
1
0
0
0
2

0
0

SMOOTH E S"

1

Did you ever fill your
pipe with tobacco that

R II PO A E
1 0 0 0 0
1
2
1
0

0

9

2
0
2
1

1

1

3

1

0
0
0
0

1
0
0

0 1
0 12
0 0

0
0
4

0
0

7

3 27 10

2

0
1

1

1

0

1

1

has been aged ir. the
leaf two years? Per-

haps not in these rapid
days if you want to

1

know the meaning of
true mellowness and a
rich, smooth flavor ash

Two base hits Wonders, Forrest. Sacrifice hits Moor, Finley,
Forrest, Maston, Kennedy. Stolen
bases Schafer, Nicholson, Zint.
Double plays Clements and Wonders; Forrest, Maston and Trout-man- .
Hits off Moor, none in
3
inning; off Clements 3 in 7 3
on balls off
Bases
innings.
Moor, 2 ; off Clements 2 ; off Rich-

your dealer for"VelveL"

Full two
ounce tins

1--

1--

2. Struck out by Richards
Umpire, Wilhelm.
Otterbein Track Meet
A track meet with Otterbein
has been scheduled for May 27,
and a number of men are preparing and training for the event.
Track material has been unusu
ally scarce at Kenyon for the past
two years and the outcome of the
meet will arouse much interest.
If memory serves us correctly the
last dual meet was with Ohio University at Athens in 1911, Kenyon
Judgwinning by a score of
ing from past performances Kenyon should make a creditable
showing against Otterbein 's
r-path
artists.
Tennis
Tennis manager "Bill" Jenkins
and a large corps of assistants
have been putting in a number of
good licks on the courts, which
promise to be in excellent condition for the first match. This
by the way, comes the afternoon
of Sophomore Hop, Friday, May
8, and as Ohio State always has
excellent players the encounter
should be worth seeing.

ards
12.

94-2- 7.

cinde-

Baseball Committee Reports

will forbid such cheering, singing,
Notes
or chatter as are designed at
The last trace of "Hitchie's
(Continued from Page 4)
critical moments to "rattle" the House" has disappeared, and a
visiting
team.
level lawn now spreads over the
against some danger, nor behave in
site of the ancient landmark.
any indecorous of unseemly manTENNIS
SCHEDULE
When the grass appears there will
ner.
not be the remotest trace of the
U.
May
S.
Gambier
Third. There shall be no oral
structure.
May
U.
W.
coaching from the bench.
150.
.
.ware.
The
Fourth.
"encour
May 270. S. U. Colum
agement of the pitcher" from the
Harry T. Alter, a cadet at K.
bus.
M. A. in 1888-89- ,
outfield shall be stopped, or at least
died from tyMay
Intercollegiate
minimized, since we believe that
phoid fever at Cincinnati, Friday,
Tournament C olumbus
years.
the shouting of remarks in end
April 3, aged forty-onJune 5 0. W. U. Gamless iteration
is not only disbier.
agreeable to the spectators, but is
How would you like to have
June 13 Oberlin Gambier
disconcerting rather than helpful
heard Corporal Meeker, '17,
to the pitcher.
In general, it
"bawling out" Private Bettig,
amounts merely to senseless noise,
Wilber W. Shuey,
and '14, at the drill of Battery D?
and is quite unworthy of college-bre- Miss Elizabeth Boesthler of Day- And "no back talk."
men.
"Whatever "encour- ton, are to be married Wednesday,
agement"
or "support"
the May 27. "Fat" is connected with
Lemuel R. Brigman, '09, passed
pitcher may need can be quietly the Dayton Electric Laboratories the state
medical examination
given from the infield.
Company.
last month and has been appointFifth. The umpire shall warn
ed interne at the Cleveland city
any player violating any of these
The Columbus "Dispatch" of hospital.
He graduated at Rerules, and on a second offense Tuesday, April 28, announced the
serve last spring.
shall exclude him from the game. engagement of J. A. G. Tappe,
Sixth. That in general the at- Bexley, '14, to Miss Mary Alice
Of the 600 freshmen at Penn
tention of students be called to Welling, of Columbus. The wedState 580 entered without condthe importance of courtesy which ding will occur in June.
itions. Ex.

80.

so-call-

.

ed

28-3- 0

e

ex-'1-

d

3,
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Senior Play

The Ideal Shoe
A model for every occasion
OR

BUSINESS

Exclusive

To see them is to buy.
at Mount Vernon's best store.

Howard Spitzer
MOUNT VERNON
1

South Main Street

1

NEXT
I were an artist
'Twould fill my soul with cheer
For when I got a thirst on,
I'd draw a glass of beer.
I would

!

;

California Pelican.
I'd like to be a woodman
And walk the forest through ;
And whenever I got hungry,
I'd take a chop of two.
Princeton Tiger.
Still,

The law

would

scope,
I love the
With thirst
cope

offer

me

more

legal race ;
and hunger I could

;

Just order up a case.

Michigan Gargoyle.
I'd rather play at football
Than wield the hoe or rake;
For if I with the " Aggies " played,
I'd always win my steak.

Aggies Ilolcad.
If I were

but a miner,
I'd have no room to kick,
For when I wanted eats or drinks
I'd always have my pick.
?

Mary had a

little lamb-R- ight
here's the place for

'Cause

quit-tin- ',

all good parodies on this

Have long ago

been written.
Notre Dame Scholastic.

"The boy

stood on the burning

deck"
We shall no longer quote,
For variations of this theme
Have likewise all been wrote.

baker has the softest snap

When all is
He

(Continued from Page 1)
ghost and coffin business, naturally fall to Jenkins and Carhartt.
But will that Bexleyite ever rest
quietly in a coffin? Then there
is a jolly rogue of a fellow with a
red nose, who could be none else
but "Weary" Wonders.
And
"Dave" actually promises to
have his part learned by commencement
It is hard work and real fun. A
,
real coffin, real hay, real
and real Cavaliers smoking
on the stage, pretending to drink
real Canary out of real mugs, will
be some of the features. The excellent music of the good Queen
Elizabeth's day will be taken care
of by the college string quartet.
"The Knight of the Burning
Pestle," assigned severally to
Beaumont and to Fletcher, and to
Beaumont and Fletcher jointly,
was first presented in 1613. It was
revised in 1635 and again at the
Restoration.
"Don Quixote,"
published in 1605, is clearly echoed in the character of Ralph. Not
without interest to students of
Shakespeare are the lines spoken
by the ghost, and other allusions
to contemporary plays are apparent.
The players are about to present
a romantic comedy called "The
London Merchant," giving the
story of trials and torubles of an
apprentice in love with his master's daughter. But a grocer in
the audience suspects from the
title that the play is to satirize
the London citizens, and insists
that it shall be altered to the
"honor and glory of all grocers."
His wife joins him, and proposes
that their apprentice Ralph shall
take the part of the grocer-hero- .
Ralph is therefore interposed as
an actor, and the name of the play
is changed to "The Knight of the
Burning Pestle." The original
plot is carried on as far as practicable, but an interwoven plot is
extemporized by the players, in
which Ralph appears as a kind
of Don Quixote or benevolent
his fortunes crossKnight-erraning with those of the characters
in the romance of "The London
Merchant." The cast:
Speaker of the Prologue
lanth-orns-

(Continued from Page

S.

1)

mer, for often there are several
men who are undecided at the last
minute of leaving high school, and
a word or two about Kenyon may
be all that is needed to induce
many of them to some to Gambier.
The president wishes to urge all
college men to report to him any
further names of prospective students, in order that they may be

R. DOOLITTLE

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Kenyon Views and Post Cards

supplied with literature. Every
man should bear in mind that
while a large entering class is expected next fall such a class canHardware
not be hoped for unless individual
work is secured to contribute to
Chase Ave.
Gambier
it. Fall in line and show how
the final results of the Easter campaign will be more successful than
Cane Sunday
the primary results. The report:
In accordance with a
Reporter
Town
Reported
1
Hallwood
Bellaire
custom, Cane Sunday was celBellefontaine ... 1 Roach
ebrated
April 19, when the fresh14
Endle, Gun- Bellevue
ther and
men, as winners of this year's
Johnston
Bowling Green.. 6 W. R. Kinder cane rush, escorted the seniors to

Fancy Groceries

time-honore-

Cincinnati,
Franklin Sc.
Cleveland,
Lincoln High
University
School
High

.

.

15

.

General

Clyde

Columbus

Acad-

emy

O.

S.

3

U

3'
6
1

Hill
t

6

Sadler
Hallwood
Hoover

i

Hallwood

1

chapel.
The ordo processionis included
choir, marshals, freshmen and
seniors. The former carried their
newly-acquire- d
canes, while the
class of '14 was distinguished by
the academic cap and gown.

Monroe

Can-Wes-

Clements
Sant, McCaug-he-

Elyria

Rock wood,

Ft. Wayne, Ind..
Fostoria
Greenville
Kenmore, N. Y.
Kent
Kenton
Lima
Mansfield

3
2
8
4

11
7

25
11

Tasman
O'Rourke
England
Craig
P. B. Hall
Hull
F. J. Wonders
F. J. Wonders
Harper and
Cross

Massillon

3
5

Niles

7
Norwalk
3
Painesville
2
Piqua
Richmond, Ind. .14
6
Sandusky
1
Sharon, Pa

Shelby
Sidney

8
8

South Charles12
ton
3
Steubenville
Toledo, Scott
7
High
Union City, Ind. . 2
14
Warren
Wheeling, W. Va. 1
4
Youngstown
67
Zanesville
333
Total

....
....

Albright
Holt
Erb
H. B. Smith
Davies

Dechant
Gayer,

Tayler

At the chapel door the
formed an arch of their
weapons, through which the seniors passed. Those participating
cane-carrie-

Davies

Crawfordsville,
6
Ind.
East Liverpool .13
14

d

y

were Messrs. K. W. Cushing, D.
W. Bowman, L. B. Dobie, J. A.
Gregg, D. II. Harper, C. T. Hull,
W. S. Jenkins, C. B. Rettig, W.
W. Sant and F. J. Wonders.
The '17 canes are neat, dark,

curved sticks, bearing the monogram "1K7" and the owner's
' ' Masters

Seitz

Dobie

Roach
Houston
Timberlake
Shaner

Twigg

Tayler, Holt
Hallwood
Fraser
Bair

t,

said and done ;

doesn't have to leave his shop
When he desires a bun.

of

Achievement ' '

The older students are awaiting the calls of the representatives of firms who offer the "one
best seller." "Sign up with us,
old man, and we will guarantee
you five dollars a day this summer." Ex.
She Please don't smoke those
Egyptian Deities.
He I didn't know you minded

Recent Alumni Visitors
smoke.
The Rev. L. E. Daniels, Bex. '02.
She That isn't it at all.
I
E. C. Dempsey, '11.
believe in making light of
don't
The Rev. Thos. Jenkins, ex-9sacred things. Ex.
Mr. L. B. Dobie Bex. '00.
A Citizen ..Mr. M. B. Tayler, Jr.
Edward Southworth, ex-'1New coaches will reign on the
Mr. K. W. Cushing
The Rev. J. R. Stalker, '04.
His Wife
gridirons in Ohio in many
football
Ralph, his apprentice
R. A. Weaver, '12.
colleges
next fall. At Reserve,
Mr. B. M. Tasman
place will be
Snyder's
Coach
A.
C.
Carr
Mr.
Boy".'.'
Mr. C. B. Rettig Tim
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New spellings
under
formed rules, comprising

the rein all 176
words, have been adopted by the
faculty of the Ohio State Univers-ltthe fourth university to use
the reformed
spelling in all of its

v

Publications.
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Annual Election
(Continued from Page 1)
in a lopsided ballot for the secretaryship.
The new members of the executive committee, chosen for a two
year term, are Messrs. Brown,
Dechant, Baker, Seitz and P. B.
Hall, while Dr. Allen was reelected chairman. The dormitory committee consists of Messrs. Thompson, Bailey, Zint, McCaughey,
Gayer, Goode and Snyder.
Dr.
Walton was again made Assembly
treasurer.
April Assembly
The dormitory committee is to
remain, but with a stiff dose of tonic such was the compromise verdict on the proposed amendment
of abolition which confronted the
April Assembly. The parliamentary battle of March was not repeated, but the fight of Mr. Jenkins for his contention was not altogether a losing one, as the resolutions adopted eradicate many
of the evils which inspired his
amendment.
Briefly summarized, the new
rules are as follows :
1.
The dormitory committee
to be retained.
2. All students to be required
to sign an agreement to give loyal
support to the committee's actions.
3. Each committeeman to have
jurisdiction over all conduct in his
division and the basement thereof,
and freedom to act outside his di-

Twenty

"Distinctively

for

Fifteen Cents

Individual

'My last few days al college
were a phantasmagoria of ambitious longings
mixed with dire uncertainties as to just how
this old world was going to treat me. I remember the comfort I derived at that time
from Fatima Cigarettes our college stand-by- s
and in fact, today I find nothing better
than the pure, good tobacco of these cigarettes.

.is

Today more Fatimas are sold in
this country than any other cigarette. Not in a gilt box but in
a plain simple-lif- e
package quality all in the tobacco.

vision.
4. New members to be named
by their divisions, subject to approval by dormitory committee in
power.

TURKISH BLEND

CIGARETTES

Each committeeman to sign
Assembly the following
pledge : "I hereby promise to carry out, during my term of office,
to the best of my ability, the rules
laid down for the dormitory com5.

in the

PRONUNCIATION

I know why cultured people mur- "lawff" instead of laugh,
Basketball "K's" were presay they saw a "photograwf "
And
M.
Messrs
E.
sented to
Tasman,
.
instead of photograph.
Snyder, G. W. Prosser, B.
H. Steinfeld, Robt. Shireman, J. I tolerate the person, though he
nearly stirs my wrath,
A. Schafer and J. D. Clements,
while Messrs. Tyng, Forker, White Who tells about his morning
"bawth" and likely missed his
and Wise were granted class numbath.
erals for work on the scrub team.

mittee."

:

M.-C-

Yale and Harvard in this country, says Bernard Langdon-Daviethe English lecturer on international peace, have nearly the same
relation to each other that Oxford
and Cambridge hold in England.
Langdon-Davie- s
is a graduate and
a professor at Cambridge university.
"The Oxford man walks along
the street like he thought he
owned it," says Langdon-Davie"and the Cambridge man. walks
along the street like he didn't care
who did. It seems to me that's
nearly the way, Harvard and Yale
compare with each other." Ex.
s,

But this I cannot understand : To hear some young New Yorker
There ought to be some law
call his only girl a "goil."
To keep a man in jail who says But nothing in the catalogue will
"sawr" instead of saw.
make a man more grim
I'm used to New York urchins, Than when a city lawyer says,
"I'll have the lawr on him!"
though it got my goat at first,
To bear them saying "Dat's de
woist," instead of "that's the Nobody knows or can explain jast
what they do it for;
worst."
I understand such patter, though They say, "I hit on the jawr,"and
called McGraw "McGrawr."
it used to make me boil
I some times wish such talkers
could be sent away to war,
Or made to cut up hardwood with
a sawbuck and a "sawr."
I havent much wealth, truly, but
if one of all the lot
Collegian should
Will tell me where he gets that
of
"r" I'll leave him all I've got.

Every reader of the
be the proud owner this
year's "Reveille."

The Best Ever!
Send $2 at once to business manager
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Box: 33T

THOMPSON
Gambier, Ohio

Ex.

She

Charles, what

is a cab-

aret?

A cabaret is a place that
takes the rest out of restaurant,
and puts the din in dinner.
He

Princeton Tiger.

